1. Species distribution models (SDMs) can be used to predict how individual species-and 13 whole assemblages of species-will respond to a changing environment. Until now, these 14 models have either assumed (1) that species' occurrence probabilities are uncorrelated, 15 or (2) that species respond linearly to preselected environmental variables. These two 16 assumptions currently prevent ecologists from modeling assemblages with realistic co-17 occurrence and species richness properties. 18 2. This paper introduces a stochastic feedforward neural network, called mistnet, which makes 19 neither assumption. Thus, unlike most SDMs, mistnet can account for non-independent 20 co-occurrence patterns driven by unobserved environmental heterogeneity. And unlike 21 recently proposed Joint SDMs, mistnet can also learn nonlinear functions relating species' 22 occurrence probabilities to environmental predictors.
Introduction
. ignoring this heterogeneity can produce misleading results. A: Based on climate predictors, a pair of single-species models might predict 50% occurrence probabilities for each of two wetland species (black cross). Climate predictors are not sufficient in this case, however: a site's suitability for these species cannot really be determined without information about the availability of wetland habitat. Real habitats will to be tend to be suitable for both species (dense cloud of points in upper-right corner) or neither (lower-left corner), depending on this unmeasured variable. B This correlation among species substantially alters the set of assemblages one would expect to observe. (Under independence, all four possibilities would be equally probable.) C Positive correlations among species can even induce a strongly bimodal distribution of species richness values.
In the last few years, several mixed models have been proposed to help explain the co- Observational data for each species was reduced to "presence" or "absence" at the route level, ignoring the possibility of observation error for the reasons outlined in (Welsh, Lindenmayer probabilities are not fully specified the variables ecologists happen to measure, but can also 141 depend on factors that have not been observed. In the absence of any information about these 142 variables, mistnet (like other JSDMs) represents them using standard normal distributions. 143 Depending on which values are sampled from these normal distributions and fed through the 144 neural network, the model will expect to see different kinds of species assemblages (Figure 3) . 145 While the model's main function is to make predictions about the species found in a given 146 environment, inference can also proceed backward through the network, so that the presence The neural network used here (illustrated in Figure 3b ) is trained to find a way of representing 
B.
Figure 3: A A generalized diagram for stochastic feed-forward neural networks that transform environmental variables into occurrence probabilities multiple species. The network's hidden layers perform a nonlinear transformation of the observed and unobserved ("latent") environmental variables; each species' occurrence probability then depends on the state of the final hidden layer. B The specific network used in this paper, with two hidden layers. The inputs include Worldclim variables involving temperature and precipitation, as well as random draws from each of the latent environmental factors. These inputs are multiplied by a coefficient matrix and then nonlinearly transformed in the first hidden layer. The second hidden layer uses a different coefficient matrix to linearly transform its inputs down to a smaller number of variables (like Principal Components Analysis of the previous layer's activations). A third matrix of coefficients links each species' occurrence probability to each of the variables in this linear summary (like one instance of logistic regression for each species). The coefficients are all learned using a variant of the backpropagation algorithm. of environmental variation (cf Vincent et al. (2010) How do we train the model to make good predictions? As with most neural networks, Müller 1998; Murphy 2012), mistnet constrains the coefficients using L 2 regularization to 179 prevent overfitting; the strength of this "weight decay" term was chosen by cross-validation, 180 as described in the Appendix.
181
The mistnet source code can be viewed and downloaded from https://github.com/davharris/mistnet. To ensure a level playing field, each modeling approach was given about 15 hours on the same 206 computer for cross-validation and to make its predictions, as described in the Appendix. Marsh or Lake/Pond Grassland Scrub or Open Woodland Forest Figure 4 : Each species' mistnet coefficients have been projected into a two-dimensional space by linear discriminant analysis (LDA) in order to maximize the spread between the six habitat types assigned to species by the Cornell Lab of Ornithology's All About Birds website. The figure shows that mistnet cleanly separates "Grassland" species from "Forest" species, with "Scrub" and "Open Woodland" species representing intermediates along this axis of variation. "Marsh" and "Lake/Pond" species cluster together in the upper-left. The other habitat classes were included in the LDA, but are not shown here. Figure 5A shows how the forest/grassland gradient identified by mistnet affects the model's 252 predictions for a pair of species with opposite responses to forest cover. The model cannot 253 tell which of these two species will be observed (since it was only provided with climate data), 254 but the model has learned enough about these two species to tell that the probability of 255 observing both along the same 40-km transect is much lower than would be expected if the 256 species were uncorrelated.
257 Figure 5A reflects a great deal of uncertainty, which is appropriate considering that the model and Horned Larks (Eremophila alpestris) have opposite responses to some environmental factor whose true value is unknown. Based on these two species' biology, an ornithologist could infer that this unobserved variable is related to forest cover, with the Kinglet favoring more forested areas and the Lark favoring more open areas. B. The presence of a forest-dwelling Nashville Warbler (Oreothlypis ruficapilla) provides the model with a strong indication that the area is forested, increasing the weight assigned to Monte Carlo samples that are suitable for the Kinglet and decreasing the weight assigned to samples that are suitable for the lark. C. The Nashville Warbler's presence similarly suggests increased occurrence probabilities for a variety of other forest species, as well as decreased probabilities for species associated with wetlands and grasslands. D. If a Redhead (Aythya americana) has been observed along a route, the model correctly expects to see more ducks, rails and sandpipers in the same area. 
B: Class−level richness
Number of Avian species (all families) Expected frequency0.00 0.04 0.08 0 20 40 60 80 100 Unfortunately, stacking leads to even larger errors when predicting richness for larger groups, 278 such as the complete set of birds studied here. Models that stacked independent predictions 279 underestimated the range of biologically possible outcomes ( Figure 6B ), frequently putting 280 million-to-one or even billion-to-one odds against species richness values that were actually 281 observed. In more concrete terms, half of the observed species richness values fell outside 282 these models' 95% confidence intervals. The overconfidence associated with stacked models 283 could have serious consequences in both management and research contexts if we fail to 284 prepare for species richness values outside such an unreasonably narrow range.
285
Mistnet, on the other hand, was able to explore the range of possible non-climate environments 286 to avoid these missteps: 90% of the test routes fell within mistnet's 95% confidence intervals, 287 and the log-likelihood ratio decisively favored it over stacked alternatives.
288
Model comparison: single species 289 The two neural network models had the best performance at the level of individual species 290 (Table 1) . The neural networks' advantage over BRT was largest for low-prevalence species
291
(linear regression of log-likelihood ratio versus log-prevalence; p = 0.004). This is consistent 292 with previous observations that multi-species models can outperform single-species approaches 293 for rare species (Leathwick, Elith & Hastie 2006) , which will often be of the greatest 294 conservation concern. BayesComm's predictions were substantially worse than any of the 295 machine learning methods, which I attribute to its inability to learn nonlinear responses to 296 the environment. Sharing information among species with either of the neural net models improves the predictive likelihood more than twenty-fold for a typical species compared to BRT. Note also that BayesComm averages less than 1% of the machine learning methods' likelihoods because of its linearity assumption.
Model comparison: community composition 298
While making predictions about individual species observations is fairly straightforward BayesComm) showed sub-exponential declines, since correlations reduce the number of 305 independent bits of information needed to make an accurate prediction. As a result, mistnet 306 became increasingly advantageous over independent combinations of single-species predictions 307 as the assemblage size increased (Figure 7) . Mistnet's log-likelihood averaged 10. we look out-of-sample.
345
Mistnet can also identify some of the same similarities among species that a skilled biologist 346 would expect to find, which will be important for studying taxa that are more diverse and harder to observe (such as microbes). For taxa on the frontier of our knowledge, a model like mistnet could help guide the biologists to ask the best questions and organize their understanding by suggesting which species have similar habitat requirements-even when 350 the factor controlling their occurrence are still unknown.
351
Unlike with stacked methods, one can read this straight out of mistnet's coefficient tables 352 with no more difficulty than interpreting a Principal Components Analysis.
353
Mistnet's ability to use asymmetrical or low-quality data sources to improve its predictions 354 should inrease the value of low-effort data collection procedures such as short transects-355 especially since these improvements can be incorporated without need for fitting a new model. are more appropriate for studies like this one at large spatial scales where direct species 367 interactions will tend to be weaker and most of the variation is driven by environmental 368 filtering and species' range limits.
369
In conclusion, mistnet's accuracy, as well as its flexibility to work with opportunistic samples 370 should make it useful for a variety of basic and applied contexts. Assemblage-level models, such as mistnet, also have the potential to yield new biological insights. With charismatic and 372 well-studied species like North American birds, most models will mainly be telling information 373 that we already know. Still, mistnet's ability to capture useful information about axes of 374 variation among birds and to match preconceptions about which species co-occur due to 375 habitat variables may indicate that the model can teach us new things about taxa that are 376 harder to study.
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